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These books, eBooks, audiobooks, and DVDs are available with your Pasadena Public Library
card for checkout or electronically with just a few clicks. Find great suggestions for Kids and
Teens in our Subject Guides for those ages.

BOOKS FOR ADULTS
Black Buck
Mateo Askaripour ©2021
A crackling, satirical debut novel about a young black man who accidentally
impresses a CEO while serving his Starbucks order, catapulting him into the
opportunity of a lifetime-a shot at stardom as the lone black salesman at an
eccentric, mysterious, and wildly successful startup where, he will soon
learn, nothing is as it seems

Across the Tracks: Remembering Greenwood, Black Wall Street, and the
Tulsa Race Massacre
Alverne Ball ©2021
In Across the Tracks: Remembering Greenwood, Black Wall Street, and the
Tulsa Race Massacre, author Alverne Ball and illustrator Stacey Robinson
have crafted a love letter to Greenwood, Oklahoma. Also known as Black
Wall Street, Greenwood was a community whose importance is often
overshadowed by the atrocious massacre that took place there in 1921.
Across the Tracks introduces the reader to the businesses and townsfolk
who flourished in this unprecedented time of prosperity for Black
Americans. We learn about Greenwood and why it is essential to remember
the great achievements of the community as well as the tragedy which
nearly erased it. However, Ball is careful to recount the eventual recovery of
Greenwood. With additional supplementary materials including a detailed
preface, timeline, and historical essay, Across the Tracks offers a thorough
examination of the rise, fall, and rebirth of Black Wall Street.

The Personal Librarian
Marie Benedict ©2021
The remarkable, little-known story of Belle da Costa Greene, J. P. Morgan's
personal librarian-who became one of the most powerful women in New
York despite the dangerous secret she kept in order to make her dreams
come true, from New York Times bestselling author Marie Benedict and
acclaimed author Victoria Christopher Murray. In her twenties, Belle da
Costa Greene is hired by J. Pierpont Morgan to curate a collection of rare
manuscripts, books, and artwork for his newly built Morgan Library. Belle
becomes a fixture on the New York society scene and one of the most
powerful people in the art and book world, known for her impeccable taste
and shrewd negotiating for critical works as she helps build a world-class
collection. But Belle has a secret, one she must protect at all costs. She was
born not Belle da Costa Greene but Belle Marion Greener. She is the
daughter of Richard Greener, the first Black graduate of Harvard and wellknown advocate for equality. Belle's complexion isn't dark because of her
alleged Portuguese heritage that lets her pass as white-her complexion is
dark because she is African American. The Personal Librarian tells the story
of an extraordinary woman, famous for her intellect, style, and wit, and
shares the lengths she must go-for the protection of her family and her
legacy-to preserve her carefully crafted white identity in the racist world in
which she lives
Dear Senthuran: A Black Spirit Memoir
Akwaeke Emezi ©2021
A full-throated and provocative memoir in letters from the New York Timesbestselling author of The Death of Vivek Oji, "a dazzling literary talent
whose works cut to the quick of the spiritual self" (Esquire). "I want to write
as if I am free," Akwaeke Emezi declares in the opening of this utterly
original spiritual and creative memoir. In the novels Freshwater and The
Death of Vivek Oji, Emezi introduced the landscape of Nigerian childhood
through the medium of fiction. Now, the award-winning author lifts the veil
of invention to reveal the harrowing yet inspiring truths of their personal,
spiritual, and artistic journey--from the social constraints of childhood in
Aba, Nigeria, through a lifetime of discoveries involving sexuality,
storytelling, and self, to their determination to carve their way through the
thorny labyrinth of the publishing world. Interweaving candid, intimate
letters to friends, lovers, and family, Emezi reveals the raw pain of their
journey as a spirit in the human world, the perils of all-consuming love and
intimacy, and the hard-earned reward of achieving both literary recognition
and a peaceful, joyous home. Electrifying and radically honest, animated by

the same voracious intelligence that distinguishes their fiction, Dear
Senthuran is a revelatory account of what it means to embody multiple
spirits, to fight for survival, and to bend the world to one's will.
Libertie
Kaitlyn Greenidge ©2021
Coming of age in a free Black community in Reconstruction-era Brooklyn,
Libertie Sampson is all too aware that her purposeful mother, a practicing
physician, has a vision for their future together: Libertie is to go to medical
school and practice alongside her. But Libertie, drawn more to music than
science, feels stifled by her mother's choices and is hungry for something
else--is there really only one way to have an autonomous life? And she is
constantly reminded that, unlike her light-skinned mother, Libertie will not
be able to pass for white. When a young man from Haiti proposes to
Libertie and promises she will be his equal on the island, she accepts, only
to discover that she is still subordinate to him and all men. As she tries to
parse what freedom actually means for a Black woman, Libertie struggles
with where she might find it--for herself and for generations to come.

The 1619 Project: A New Origin Story
Nicole Hannah-Jones ©2021
The animating idea of The 1619 Project is that our national narrative is
more accurately told if we begin not on July 4, 1776, but in late August of
1619, when a ship arrived in Jamestown bearing a cargo of twenty to thirty
enslaved people from Africa. Their arrival inaugurated a barbaric and
unprecedented system of chattel slavery that would last for the next 250
years. This is sometimes referred to as the country's original sin, but it is
more than that: It is the country's very origin. The 1619 Project tells this
new origin story, placing the consequences of slavery and the contributions
of Black Americans at the center of the story we tell ourselves about who
we are as a country.

The Love Songs of W.E.B. Du Bois
Honorée Fanonne Jeffers ©2021
The great scholar, W.E.B. Du Bois, once wrote about what he called "Double
Consciousness," a sensitivity that every African American possesses in order
to survive. From an early age, Ailey fights a battle for belonging that's made
all the more difficult by a hovering trauma. To come to terms with her own
identity, Ailey embarks on a journey through her family's past. In doing so
Ailey must learn to embrace her full heritage, a legacy of oppression and
resistance, bondage and independence, cruelty and resilience that is the
story - and the song - of America itself.
The Prophets
Robert Jones, Jr. ©2021
A singular and stunning debut novel about the forbidden union between
two enslaved young men on a Deep South plantation, the refuge they find
in each other, and a betrayal that threatens their existence"-- Provided by
publisher.
Isaiah was Samuel's and Samuel was Isaiah's. In the barn they tended to the
animals, but also to each other, transforming the hollowed-out shed into a
place of human refuge, a source of intimacy and hope in a world ruled by
vicious masters. When an older fellow slave seeks to gain favor by
preaching the master's gospel on the plantation, the enslaved begin to turn
on their own. Isaiah and Samuel's love, which was once so simple, is seen as
sinful and a clear danger to the plantation's harmony.
Four Hundred Souls: A Community History of African America, 1619-2019
Ibram X. Kendi and Keisha Blain, eds. ©2021
A "choral history" of African Americans covering 400 years of history in the
voices of 80 writers, edited by the bestselling, National Book Award-winning
historian Ibram X. Kendi and Keisha N. Blain. Last year marked the four
hundredth anniversary of the first African presence in the Americas--and
also launched the Four Hundred Souls project, spearheaded by Ibram X.
Kendi, director of the Antiracism Institute of American University, and
Keisha Blain, editor of The North Star. They've gathered together eighty
black writers from all disciplines -- historians and artists, journalists and
novelists--each of whom has contributed an entry about one five-year
period to create a dynamic multivoiced single-volume history of black
people in America.

Say It Loud!: On Race, Law, History and Culture
Randall Kennedy ©2021
A gathering of essays by Harvard legal scholar that explore all the cultural
and historical issues of the past quarter century having to do with race and
race relations in America. Randall Kennedy chronicles his reactions over the
past quarter century to arguments, events, and people that have compelled
him to put pen to paper. Three beliefs that are sometimes in tension with
one another infuse these pages. First, a massive amount of cruel racial
injustice continues to beset the United States of America. Second, there is
much about which to be inspired when surveying the African American
journey from slavery to freedom to engagement in practically every aspect
of life in the United States. Third, an openness to complexity, paradox, and
irony should attend any serious investigation of human affairs. Kennedy has
tried to allow that sensibility ample leeway in the essays, prompting within
himself surprise, ambivalence, and, on several occasions, a heartfelt need
to express apology for prior oversights and mistaken judgments.
Judas and the Black Messiah [DVD]
Shaka King ©2021
Offered a plea deal by the FBI, William O'Neal infiltrates the Illinois chapter
of the Black Panther Party to gather intelligence on Chairman Fred
Hampton.

Run: Book One [Print Graphic Novel or digital Graphic Novel in hoopla]
John Lewis ©2021
To John Lewis, the civil rights movement came to an end with the signing of
the Voting Rights Act in 1965. But that was after more than five years as
one of the preeminent figures of the movement, leading sit-in protests and
fighting segregation on interstate busways as an original Freedom Rider. It
was after becoming chairman of SNCC (the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee) and being the youngest speaker at the March on
Washington. It was after helping organize the Mississippi Freedom Summer
and the ensuing delegate challenge at the 1964 Democratic National
Convention. And after co-leading the march from Selma to Montgomery on
what became known as "Bloody Sunday." All too often, the depiction of
history ends with a great victory. But John Lewis knew that victories are just

the beginning. In Run: Book One, John Lewis and longtime collaborator
Andrew Aydin reteam with Nate Powell--the award-winning illustrator of
the March trilogy--and are joined by L. Fury--making an astonishing graphic
novel debut--to tell this often overlooked chapter of civil rights history
Black Ghost of Empire: The Long Death of Slavery and the Failure of
Emancipation
Kris Manjapra ©2022
The 1619 Project illuminated the ways in which every aspect of life in the
United States was and is shaped by the existence of slavery. Black Ghost of
Empire focuses on emancipation and how this opportunity to make right
further codified the racial castesystem-instead of obliterating it.To
understand why the shadow of slavery still haunts society today, we must
not only look at what slavery was, but also the unfinished way it ended. One
may think of "emancipation" as a finale, leading to a new age of human
rights and universal freedoms. But in reality, emancipations everywhere
were incomplete. In Black Ghost of Empire, acclaimed historian and
professor Kris Manjapra identifies five types of emancipation-explaining
them in chronological order-along with the lasting impact these transitions
had on formerly enslaved groups around the Atlantic. Beginning in 1770s
and concluding in 1880s, different kinds of emancipation processes took
place across the Atlantic world. … Tragically, despite a century of abolitions
and emancipations, systems of social bondage persisted and reconfigured.
We still live with these unfinished endings today... Timely, lucid, and crucial
to our understanding of the ongoing "anti-mattering" of Black people, Black
Ghost of Empire shines a light into the deep gap between the idea of
slavery's end and its actual perpetuation in various forms-exposing the
shadows that linger to this day.
Deacon King Kong
James McBride ©2020
From James McBride, author of the National Book Award-winning The Good
Lord Bird, comes a wise and witty novel about what happens to the
witnesses of a shooting. In September 1969, a fumbling, cranky old church
deacon known as Sportcoat shuffles into the courtyard of the Cause Houses
housing project in south Brooklyn, pulls a .45 from his pocket, and in front
of everybody shoots the project's drug dealer at point-blank range. The
reasons for this desperate burst of violence and the consequences that
spring from it lie at the heart of Deacon King Kong, James McBride's funny,
moving novel and his first since his National Book Award-winning The Good
Lord Bird. In Deacon King Kong, McBride brings to vivid life the people

affected by the shooting: the victim, the African-American and Latinx
residents who witnessed it, the white neighbors, the local cops assigned to
investigate, the members of the Five Ends Baptist Church where Sportcoat
was deacon, the neighborhood's Italian mobsters, and Sportcoat himself. As
the story deepens, it becomes clear that the lives of the characters--caught
in the tumultuous swirl of 1960s New York--overlap in unexpected ways.
When the truth does emerge, McBride shows us that not all secrets are
meant to be hidden, that the best way to grow is to face change without
fear, and that the seeds of love lie in hope and compassion. Bringing to
these pages both his masterly storytelling skills and his abiding faith in
humanity, James McBride has written a novel every bit as involving as The
Good Lord Bird and as emotionally honest as The Color of Water. Told with
insight and wit, Deacon King Kong demonstrates that love and faith live in
all of us.
Driving While Black: Race, Space and Mobility in America [DVD]
PBS ©2020
Chronicling the riveting history and personal experiences, at once liberating
and challenging, harrowing and inspiring, deeply revealing and profoundly
transforming, of African Americans on the road from the advent of the
automobile through the seismic changes of the 1960s and beyond, it
explores the deep background of a recent phrase rooted in realities that
have been an indelible part of the African American experience for
hundreds of years.

Black Sci-Fi Short Stories: Anthology of New & Classic Tales
Tia Ross, ed. ©2021
Dystopia, apocalypse, gene-splicing, cloning and colonization are explored
here by new authors and combined with proto-sci-fi and speculative writing
of an older tradition (by W.E.B. Du Bois, Martin R. Delany, Sutton E. Griggs,
Pauline Hopkins and Edward Johnson) whose first-hand experience of
slavery and denial created their living dystopia.

Give My Love to the Savages: Stories
Chris Stuck ©2021
The nine tales in Give My Love to the Savages illuminate the multifaceted
Black experience, exploring the thorny intersections of race, identity, and
Black life through an extraordinary cast of characters. From the absurd to
the starkly realistic, these stories take aim at the ironies and contradictions
of the American racial experience. Chris Stuck traverses the dividing lines,
and attempts to create meaning from them in unique and unusual ways.
Each story considers a marker of our current culture, from uprisings and sly
and not-so-sly racism, to Black fetishization and conservatism, to the
obstacles placed in front of Black masculinity and Black and interracial
relationships by society and circumstance.
Setting these stories across America, from Los Angeles, Phoenix and the
Pacific Northwest, to New York and Washington, DC, to the suburbs and
small Midwestern towns, Stuck uses place to expose the absurdity of race
and the odd ways that Black people and white people converge and retreat,
rub against and bump into one another.
Ultimately, Give My Love to the Savages is the story of America. With biting
humor and careful honesty, Stuck riffs on the dichotomy of love and
barbarity--the yin and yang of racial experience--and the difficult and
uncertain terrain Black Americans must navigate in pursuit of their desires.
Harlem Shuffle
Colson Whitehead ©2021
Ray Carney was only slightly bent when it came to being crooked..." To his
customers and neighbors on 125th street, Carney is an upstanding salesman
of reasonably priced furniture, making a decent life for himself and his
family. He and his wife Elizabeth are expecting their second child, and if her
parents on Striver's Row don't approve of him or their cramped apartment
across from the subway tracks, it's still home.
Few people know he descends from a line of uptown hoods and crooks, and
that his façade of normalcy has more than a few cracks in it. Cracks that are
getting bigger all the time.
Harlem Shuffle' s ingenious story plays out in a beautifully recreated New
York City of the early 1960s. It's a family saga masquerading as a crime
novel, a hilarious morality play, a social novel about race and power, and
ultimately a love letter to Harlem.
But mostly, it's a joy to read, another dazzling novel from the Pulitzer Prize
and National Book Award-winning Colson Whitehead.

Caste: The Origin of Our Discontents
Isabel Wilkerson ©2020
In this brilliant book, Isabel Wilkerson gives us a masterful portrait of an
unseen phenomenon in America as she explores, through an immersive,
deeply researched narrative and stories about real people, how America
today and throughout its history has been shaped by a hidden caste system,
a rigid hierarchy of human rankings.
Beyond race, class, or other factors, there is a powerful caste system that
influences people's lives and behavior and the nation's fate. Linking the
caste systems of America, India, and Nazi Germany, Wilkerson explores
eight pillars that underlie caste systems across civilizations, including divine
will, bloodlines, stigma, and more. Using riveting stories about people-including Martin Luther King, Jr., baseball's Satchel Paige, a single father
and his toddler son, Wilkerson herself, and many others--she shows the
ways that the insidious undertow of caste is experienced every day. She
documents how the Nazis studied the racial systems in America to plan
their out-cast of the Jews; she discusses why the cruel logic of caste
requires that there be a bottom rung for those in the middle to measure
themselves against; she writes about the surprising health costs of caste, in
depression and life expectancy, and the effects of this hierarchy on our
culture and politics. Finally, she points forward to ways America can move
beyond the artificial and destructive separations of human divisions, toward
hope in our common humanity.

